Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. are them comeing to the party . asked Josie

2. there was five mans walkin slowlee down the street

3. Write the plural form of the nouns below.
   goose ____________    tooth ___________    fish ____________    woman ___________

4. Add a suffix to the words to match the meanings in (**parentheses**)  
   soft _____ (**in a soft way**)    play _____ (**full of play**)   end _____ (**without end**) 

5. Add **ed** to the words below and write the new word on the line. Follow the spelling rules.
   want _______________    carry _______________    skip _______________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. addie put dishs glasss and bowls on the table

2. get those snake away from me showted mrs starkey

3. Circle the words that have the same root word as **unclean**
   cleaning        leaning        unclear        cleaned        cleans        lean

4. Rewrite the words with the abbreviation for the word in **bold**.
   **Mister** Smith ____________________    **Doctor** Jones ____________________

5. Underline the subject in the sentence below. Circle the action verb.

   Kaylee fed her kitten this morning.
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. I can dress myself said Maya

2. You better listen to the sub said Mr. Kelley

3. Circle the correct closing.
   your friend,               Your Friend,               Your friend,               Your friend,
   wyatt                        Wyatt                        Wyatt                        Wyatt

4. Divide the words into syllables with a /.
   little                  sandal                 camel                 tickle

5. Correct the spelling on the suffixes below.
   slowlee ___________________ dirtee ___________________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. Us cookt dinner our selves

2. Mrs. Laut read make way for ducklings to we

3. Finish the simile.
   His hands were as cold as ____________________________.

4. Is the following an example of alliteration or repetition? (circle one)
   Outside, Outside where I like to play. Outside, Outside on a sunny day.

5. Divide the following words into syllables with a /.
   puppy                  angel                 hoping                 final
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. me can reach the table all by meself, sayed jada

2. her and me goed to the store

3. Circle the correct way to write the greeting of a letter.
   - Dear jaysa,
   - Dear Jaysa,
   - Dear Jaysa

4. Which word means in a neat way?
   - neatful
   - neatly
   - reneat
   - neatless

5. Circle the words that have the same root word as playful.
   - playing
   - lay
   - pay
   - played
   - helpful

1. Write self or selves on the lines below.

   I made it all by my ______________.

   We will have to cut the grass our ________________.

2. Divide the words into syllables with a /.

   able  giggle  tunnel  spiral  title

3. What does it mean to feel a bit under the weather?

   ________________________________________________

4. What does it mean if something is a piece of cake?

   ________________________________________________

5. What does you can’t judge a book by its cover mean?

   ________________________________________________